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Motor controllers for use in industrial control equipment Model(s) SSM1A112B7, SSM1A112B7R, SSM1A112BD, SSM1A112BDR, SSM1A112F7, SSM1A112F7R, SSM1A112P7, SSM1A112P7R, SSM1A16B7, SSM1A16B7R, SSM1A16BD, SSM1A16BDR, SSM1A16F7, SSM1A16F7R, SSM1A16P7, SSM1A16P7R, SSM1A312B7, SSM1A312BD, SSM1A312BDR, SSM1A312F7, SSM1A312F7R, SSM1A312P7, SSM1A312P7R, SSM1A36BD, SSM1A36BDR, SSM1D212BD, SSM1D212BDR, SSM1D26BD, SSM1D26BDR, SSM1D312BD, SSM1D312BDR, SSM1D36BD, SSM1D36BDR, SSM2A16BD, SSM2A16BDR, SSM2A36BD, SSM2A36BDR

Open type, Industrial, Solid state AC motor controllers Model(s) SSP1A110BD, SSP1A110BDT, SSP1A110M7, SSP1A110M7T, SSP1A125BD, SSP1A125BDS, SSP1A125BDT, SSP1A125M7, SSP1A125M7T, SSP1A150BD, SSP1A150BDS, SSP1A150BDT, SSP1A150M7, SSP1A150M7T, SSP1A175BD, SSP1A175BDR, SSP1A175BDT, SSP1A175M7, SSP1A175M7T, SSP1A412BD, SSP1A412BDT, SSP1A412BDS, SSP1A412BDRT, SSP1A412BDT, SSP1A475BD, SSP1A475BDS, SSP1A475BDT, SSP1A475M7, SSP1A475M7T, SSP1A490BD, SSP1A490BDS, SSP1A490BDT, SSP1A490M7, SSP1A490M7T, SSP1D1412BD, SSP1D1412BDS, SSP1D1440BD, SSP1D1440BDT


Solid-state relays Model(s) SSM3A325BD, SSM3A325BDR, SSM3A325F7, SSM3A325P7

© - May be followed by a four digit suffix for customer options.

Marking: Company name and model designation.
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